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Photo Courtesy: Netflix / FX / Getty Images Whether it's an absolute pleasure or a prestige TV icon, of a wellness sitcom or a high-level theatrical series, television not only has the ability to represent And reflect the societa ', but also to teach us some valuable lessons on the acceptance and opening. To take a look back to television history and
highlight some titles that have made TV a more representative, progressive and diversified place. Lucille Ball or Â Â «I love Lucy» in 1952. Photo Courtesy: CBS in the years Â 50, the sitcom I Love Lucille Ball, in which her character was married to DESI Arnaz, Ball husband, breaked a great tab Television. When the actress remained pregnant, the
couple thought that the show, broadcast for a season from the CBS, would have been canceled or paused until after childbirth. Pregnancy was not something that happened on TV at era. And writing around the pregnancy of an actress has not always been as easy as giving a fabulous coat in Scandal Kerry Washington. It at the end, the pregnancy of
Ball has been inserted in the show, a approach that has since been used many Times in television scripts. Writers should avoid avoiding the word Â «pregnantâ», considered too vulgar for the air. The episode in which Lucy's pregnancy was announced in 1952. It was entitled Â «Lucy Is Enceinti» because apparently it is good to refer to the word â â â
â â â â â â â € »in French. The characters used verbal expedients like â â â â â â â â € We will have a child "or" Blessed event "to indicate the state of Lucy. Nickelle Nichols and William Shatner in «Star Trek». Original date of the episode: 22 November 1968. Photo Courtesy: CBS Via Getty Images Star Trek: The Original Series not only has gained a
passionate attention since it has different sequel, spin-offs and film franchises over the decades, but It was also a rare example of diversity on the screen. Nickelle Nichols interpreted Uhura, a lieutenant of the fleet and communications officer, making the show one of the first to show a black woman who does not retract a servant. George Takei
interpreted Lieutenant Sulu, the helmsman of the u.s.s. Enterprise. Having a Japanese-American actor in a role so visible just twenty years since World War II, a period defined by American anti-Asian policies and racism, also highlighted the commitment of the show for representation. Then there is the kiss. Uhura and Captain Kirk (William Shatner)
kissed in an episode of 1968 under the influence of aliens. You can object if that was the first interracial kiss on the screen or not, but it certainly showed the dedication of the show to the representation of a plural and diversified society. And confirmed the famous words of Kirk: "Where I come from, size, shape or color make no difference." Mary
Tyler Moore ne «The Mary in 1975. photo courtesy: getty images this seven season sitcom, aired between 1970 and 1977, broke some patterns. was played by mary tyler moore in the role of mary richards, a single woman. single.His 30 years focused on his career at a TV station. The show was created by James L. Brooks and Burns Allan but boasted a
written room where there was also a significant number of women, especially for the period. Treva Silverman was one of the first women hired as a writer for the show, and most importantly, she shared her experiences to inform the lives of the characters. Other than in the writers' room, the show was turned towards the revolutionary because it
focused on The Life of an Independent Career-woman who didn’t bother to get married. And although some issues were not treated in the same straightforward way, grown accustomed in recent decades, the show did make suggestions about Mary having an active sex life and taking the pill. She also waited the way for the other shows centered on
career women like Murphy Brown, Alily McBeal, 30 Rockâ¢ and even Sex and the City. Ellen Degeneres and Lisa Darr in â ̈¬ Ållen.Ã ̈ ̈ ̈ ̈ Episode Air Date: July 22, 1998. Photo courtesy: Walt Disney Television Via Getty Images The sitcom Ellen, starring Ellen Degeneres while Ellen Morgan, was in her fourth season when Aered was “The Puppy
Episode” in 1997. In It Morgan was attracted to a character played by Laura Derna and came out as gay to his friends. The â ̈¬ ÅYep, the gay moment â ̈¬ “Gay moment was great for American TV because until the gay characters had been relegated to secondary roles, mostly notable. The character of Degeneres announcing her sexual orientation
coincided with the actress herself also coming out with a cover of a magazine TimeÃ¢ Cover and Interview.degenes “has been under scrutiny in recent months regarding allegations of a toxic work environment in her talk show the Ellen Degeneres Show, but in the 90s her sitcom cancelled the path for further LGBTQ representation on TV. SITCOM &
GRACE began airing in 1998 with Eric McCormack playing gay lawyer and best friend to Grace (Debra Messing). Then there was queer as popular on showtime in 2000. It was an adaptation of a British show of the same name and depicted a group of gay friends – and their sex lives – in a nuanced way. Karyn Parsons, James Avery, DAPHNE REID,
Joseph Marcells, Tatyana Ali, Smith and Alfonso Ribeiro in “Fresh Prince of Bel-Air.” Photo courtesy: Nbcuniversal Via Getty Images The Banks â ̈ ̈ ̈” and their Philadelphia-born nephew Smith â ̈ ̈”T The ﬁrst black family on a successful SITCOM TV with international success. The Cosbby Show was reigned ﬁrst with eight seasons, running from 1984 to
1992, before Bill Cosby’s sex crimes came to light. The new Prince Fresh of Bel-Air began to arch in 1990 and was released on Smith’s life. The sitcom Six-stagion began Smith’s career. But in addition to making the protagonist Star of cinema, the show also highlighted the life of a black family rich in a black family, stable and educated by college,
expanding the purpose of how black characters were represented on TV. And even though he was a sitcom, the show also faced serious topics Police profile: “Will and Carlton (Alfonso Ribeiro) are stopped by police while driving a Mercedes Benz: drug use, armed violence, rape, HIV, racism and other issues. Vanessa Williams, Mark Indelicato, Tony
Plana, Ana Ortiz, America Ferrera, Becki Newton, Eric Mabius, Judith Light and Michael Urie in “Ugly Betty.” The show put a Mexican-American family at the center of a first night show. There was also America Ferrera, who played an inelegant but hard-working woman who ends up working in a fashion magazine. Tony Plana played Betty’s father
and often mixed the Spanish and English dialogues on the show, as many Hispanic families do. And Ana Ortiz played Hilda, Betty’s older sister. The show received praise for its portrayal of Latinas on television. But he also addressed topics like body image and Hilda’s teenage son who turned out to be gay. In addition to winning three Emmy’s, Ugly
Betty has won two Media Awards Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD).Ortiz once again participates in a historic television show: Huluâ¦s Love, Victor. The show focuses on Victor, a gay teenager half Colombian-American and half Puerto Rican, and his struggles to tell his religious family he is gay. Ortiz plays Victor’s mother.
Natasha Lyonne, Yael Stone, Danielle Brooks, Dascha Polanco, Taylor Schilling, Uzo Aduba, Adrienne C. Moore, Kate Mulgrew, Jessica Pimentel and Selenis Leyva. Photo Courtesy: Netflix What began as an adaptation of Piper Kerman’s memoirs of months spent in prison for a ten-year-old drug conviction has become much more. As the show by Jenji
Kohanâ¦ (Weeds) progressed, the show stopped focusing on Piper (Taylor Schilling) and opened the way for an incredibly diverse cast of women. The show, which aired for seven seasons on Netflix from 2013 to 2019, has become a refreshing mix of stories from all the women who made it. In subsequent seasons, the series also commented on the forprofit prison system and immigration. But his inclusion of women of all ages, races and backgrounds is what made him stand out in the first place. In addition, the series helped cement the careers of actresses Uzo Aduba (Mrs. America, In Treatment), Natasha Lyonne (Russian Doll), Samira Wiley (The Handmaid) and Laverne Cox (Promising Young
Woman). Jana Schmieding and Ed Helms. Photo Courtesy: Peacock This Peacock sitcom that aired its first season in April 2021 is co-created and produced by Ed Helms, Michael Schur (Parks and Recreation) and Sierra Teller Ornelas (Superstore). Teller Ornelas is Navajo and one of the five native writers of this program. In fact, Rutherford Falls has
one of the largest halls of native writers in history, according to Peacock. Falls in front of the cameras with actors Jana Schmieding and Michael Greyeyes who play the members of the fiction Minishonka Nation. Rutherford Falls was praised for its representation of Native American characters and cultures and inclusive representation. The show also
features Helms as Nathan Rutherford and Jesse Leigh as Bobbie Yang, Nathan's non-binary executive assistant. Rutherford Falls has only broadcast a season so far, but it will be interesting to see if it opens new opportunities for Native American narratives told by native creators and actors. courtesy photo: CBS Entertainment/IMDb Taking advantage
of a beloved show is quite difficult, but some of the most popular shows in TV history have had endings that have left fans angry or disappointed. Amazing shows like How I Met Your Mother and Game of Thrones devastated many fans with unsatisfactory endings. Keep reading to see the worst endings of all time. Attention: Some of the conclusions will
make you furious. If I asked a loyal fan of what the Sopranos were about, they would probably say sex, drama and violence. So it is no surprise that fans anticipated this HBO series to end with a big bang after six strong seasons. However, viewers could not believe what actually happened in the final episode. In the final scene, fans saw Mafia boss
Tony Soprano (James Gandolfini) and his family gather to share a meal, before the screen sharply cut to black and started rolling credits. Fans were crushed that they never found out if Tony was hit (or not). Dexter's long-time viewers thought the final would be more satisfactory if the serial killer Dexter (Michael Carlyle Hall) was arrested or dead.
But it never happened. In the final of the series, the beloved serial killer ended his death and took a new identity as a lumberjack in Oregon. Photo courtesy: mezclaconfusa/Flickr Fans keep calling for a ride out because they are unhappy with the end of Dexter. Will the faithful fans ever see their favorite serial killer sneak out, get caught by the police
or start killing again? We'll have to wait to find out. Fans had no idea that the last episode of Sons of Anarchy would hit them fast and hard like a truck. They were shocked when Jax Teller (Charlie Hunnam) drove his bike into a tractor-trailer in the season finale, killing himself after killing Gemma Teller Morrow (Katey Sagal). Photo Courtesy: FX
Networks/IMDb I Sons of Anarchy executive producer, Paris Barclay, described the end as a Shakespearean or Greek story, where the hero often dies. He adds: “What surprised me most is when they despised him, what I hear in their voice is largely the sadness of losing these characters and theirThat Jax would die and their disappointment that is
what it really happened.â € After seven storage seasons, public reactions to the Mad Men final were mixed, with many fans who claim that the story seemed rushed And boring. The last last Don Draper (Jon Hamm) experiences a breakdown, but quickly bounces off like a commercial hotshot. In the last shot, Don turns out to be creating the iconic
Coke ad, “I’d love to teach the world to sing.” Some critics have also criticized the fact that while Don’s relationship with his daughter, Sally, was an important part of the show, Don and Sally share only a short phone call in the finale. This disappointed critics and fans who wanted to see this report get more screen time. After six well-written seasons
of “Gossip Girl”, viewers watched Chuck Bass (Ed Westwick) and Blair Waldorf (Leighton Meester) flee the police after pushing Chuck’s father out of a building. Chuck and Blair finally get married, but it’s not the big breakthrough. Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros./IMDb Guess who was behind “Gossip Girl” the whole time? Dan Humphrey (Penn
Badgley) has been revealed as the infamous Upper East Side gossip. Many fans say it doesn’t make sense that the character of Dan would ruin the lives of people who cared about him. Disappear, right? Xoxo, Gossip Girl. The season finale of the 80s and 90s sitcom comedy, Roseanne, left spectators for a long time scratching their heads. For nine
seasons, Roseanne was respected for representing the blue-neck Americans, but the tone of the show changed after the Conners won the lottery and began to live a life of luxury. Wait, there’s more. Eventually, fans realized that the lottery story and many events in the season finale were all lies created by Roseanne for her autobiography. Many fans
were also left strangled after learning that her husband, Dan (John Goodman) did not actually recover from his heart attack and died. Welcome to the O.C., where teenage drama runs on fire. This series follows the troubled Ryan Atwood (Ben McKenzie), who ends up in a wealthy family and falls in love with the girl-next-door, Marissa Cooper (Mischa
Barton). The O.C. became a cultural phenomenon when it was premiered in 2003. Photo Courtesy: Warner Bros./IMDb However, the charm of the show began to fade with low grades in Season 3 after Marissa’s death. This led to the cancellation of the show in season 4. The creator of the show, Josh Schwartz, says, “I’ve been a father since we did the
show, and the idea of letting her come full circle and have some sort of salvation or closure resonates with me now. It was hard. It was hard to end the series and not have her be a part of it, too.â For six seasons, the girls featured the friendships of Hannah, Marnie, Shosh and Jessa, so fans were confused when most of the last episode was Hannah
(Lena Dunham). Fans also say that the ending, which featured Hannah becoming a mom and from New York, he felt precipitated. Only two of the main characters appeared in the final episode: Hannah and Marnie (Allison Williams). Hannah and Marnie's friendship was a significant part of the series, but fans argued that their big subject was not the
right way to finish the last episode. Will Marnie stay andHannah grew up his new baby? Marnie always put her love her love for Hannah over her happiness? Maybe we'll never know. Ross and Rachel had a shocked relationship again, again in all friends. Their relationship was also the focal point of the final episode, without leaving time for the final
endings of the other characters. The fans had become tired of Ross (David Schwimmer) and Rachel (Jennifer Aniston) all the history of back-and-forth. After 10 seasons and 236 episodes, fans wanted to see something except the Finals Bleak Joey (Matt Leblanc,) Phoebe (Lisa Kudrow,) Monica (Courtey Cox) and Chandler (Matthew Perry) received. The
fans hoped that Joey found love, Phoebe to sing Smelly Cat one last time, and Chandler and Monica to pursue successful careers. However, spectators have not seen anything about this. The long-standing viewers were attacked to the exhilarating characters of Seinfeld, Jerry (Jerry Seinfeld,) Kramer (Michael Richards,) Elaine (Julia Louis-Dreyfus) and
George (Jason Alexander.) However, the final episode of the famous Sitcom NBC Disappointed many fans. Photo Courtesy: NBC Universal, Inc./imdb In the episode, Jerry, Kramer, Elaine and George are arrested after violating a "good Samaritan law", fundamentally, failing to help another person in trouble. During the process, many witnesses face
four about the problem they caused during the series. Although some thought it was a great way to recall the best moments of the show, others believed that too many characters had appeared in the final episode. FBI special agents Fox William Mulder and Dana Katherine Scully has amazed the X-Files viewers for nine seasons. When David
Duchovny, who retracted Mulder, left the show in 2000 after season 7, many fans were disappointed. Duchovny has made appearances during the seasons 8 and 9, but that he has not stopped the creator of the show, Chris Carter, to pull the plug. Photo Courtesy: Fox Television / IMDB Although Duchovny has also returned to the final of the series,
some fans have criticized the final, saying that he raised questions more than he answered. Some spectators believe that the X-Files reboot in 2016 has helped the show to redeem itself from the terrible final of 2002. The clele and innovative series, Nip / Tuck is known for having interpreted the obscure and twisted acts of two plastic surgeons, Dr.
Sean McNamara and Dr. Christian Troy (Dylan Walsh and Julian McMahon). Entertainment News has warned the NIP / Tuck fans in advance, saying: â € œIf you are eager for a NIP / Tuck jaw-dropping signature, conclusion worthy of criticism, you might want to lower your expectations just a bit adolescence. ..â € While some fans and critics did not
think that the final episode was so bad, others disapprove of the unexpectedly soft nip / tuck final. Hearing reactions a and Christian dissolving their partnership and going their separate ways were mixed. Some fans were disappointed that the surgeons stopped working together while other fans thought the scene was working perfectly. Some fans
claim that Two and a Half Men has become After Ashton Kutcher joined the show in 2011. However, many spectators will say that the most terrible moment of the show occurred in the final of the season. In the last scene, a piano falls on a stunt Charlie Double, killing him. Photo of courtesy: @ TwoandAhalfmen / Twitter Subsequently, the camera
turns up to the creator of the show, Chuck Lore, sitting on a chair. LORRE Watch the camera and says "Winning, Ã ¢ â ¬" a phrase disclosed by Sheen after he was fired from the show. Finally, another piano falls, this time at the top of Lorre. The camera goes back and displays the show set - the end. This plot that stressed the coexistence of vampires
and humans in Louisiana made an extremely dark, but excellent show. Many fans could not help but fall in love with Sookie (Anna Paquin) and Bill (Stephen Moyer). However, fans have been torn when Sookie is interested in Bad Boy Eric (Alexander SkarsgÃƒ ¥ Rd). A lot of spectators wondered if Sookie would end up with Eric or Bill, but in the final,
Sookie killed Bill after she asked her to do it. In a flash-forward scene, the sookie paired show with a boy who nobody had ever seen before, leaving the fans critical and disoriented. Beverly Hills 90210 was full of anguish teenagers and drama for 10 seasons. In the last episode, the public observed a woman (Tori spelling) and David (Brian Austin
Green) tie the knot. Kelly (Jennie Garth) has established a relationship with the known Drifter and the Lady, Dylan Dylan (Luke Perry) instead of going ahead with her life. Courtesy photo: Television fans / IMDB CBS were fundamental that one of the main characters remained in the previous season of the show, Brandon (Jason Priestley), do not
appear in person to greet. Instead, Brandon sent a video message with the best wishes for the old friends of him. Sex and the city followed Carrie Bradshaw (Sarah Jessica Parker) and her friends of her, Samantha (Kim Cattrall), Charlotte (Kristin Davis) and Miranda (Cynthia Nixon) in New York City. After six fabulous seasons, the faithful fans
expected a love story with a happy ending for Carrie and her friends of her. But this didn't happen. The fans hoped a happy ending for Carrie, and we were disappointed to see that she continued to pursue the new relationship of her with Ã ¢ ¬ å mr. Big â,¬ (Chris Noth) instead. The long-standing fans shook their heads in disappointment with
lacrimustro scarce, especially for a well-known show to represent powerful and strong women. The fans say the show well respected and very hypred, lost, left more plot holes than that closed in the final series. Long-time viewers have had many questions. Have the characters died all the time? Did they die in the final? Was all a dream? Lost fans had
no idea what parts Season were finally real or made part of a dream sequence. Meaners J.J. Abrams, Carlton Cuse and Damon Lindelof left fans with many unanswered questions. As a result, spectators called the MYSTERIOUS show final one of the worst ends of all time. If you don't like how you finish desperate housewives, you? you? alone. The show
followed four female friends who lived on Wisteria Lane. After eight friendship seasons, crazy secrets and even a few dead, the fans had great hopes for a great goodbye. Instead, some fans say that none of the characters received appropriate finals. The audience looked at Wisteria Lane women experiencing salts and bass together for eight years, but
in the end, ladies have never seen or spoken one another never more. Fans also criticized the cliffhanger of a secret box and called strange ghost assembly. According to Indie Wire, the creators of Life On Mars had planned the end of the show from the beginning. The creators thought they could escape concluding that the series was a whole dream,
but the fans wanted a better conclusion. A lot of fans say the finale was definitely shocking, just not good. In Life on Mars, Detective Sam Tyler (Jason Oâ € ™ Mara) is hit by a car in 2008, and wakes back in 1973. The fans had questions unanswered. Was Tyler dead? He really returned to time? The final of the season revealed that none of Tyler's
thunderstorm lines was real. Instead, Tyler was actually a member of a ship that headed to Mars. Pretty Little Liars took fans about many laps and turns all the show. It's not a surprise, then, that their last great revelation was also unexpected. After seven seasons of lies, disturbing text messages and drama, fans finally learned the identity of the
terrorizing "A". Photo Courtesy: @ PllTvseries / Twitter The final revealed that the long-standing and mysterious tormenter of the group was Spencer's evil twin with a British accent, Alex Drake. Like? Good question. Even the fans have no idea how it is possible, but they know that after storage seasons, the end was not a good pay-off. For nine
seasons, the spectators have anticipated to find out how Ted Mosby met the mother of his sons, Tracy Mosby, and learn about their love story. Many fans think that the last episode of How I Met Your Mother, Last Forever, should be renamed because Ted and Tracy's relationship is not lasting forever. Photo Courtesy: Fox Television / IMDB Fans have
seen Mosby only together for a brief moment. In the end, Tracy died of cancer and Teds children suggested that he began to go out with Robin, who have already called "fear". Although the spectators have seen Ted (Josh Rador) and Robin's rocky relationship throughout the show, he has still rekindled a relationship with Robin (Cobie Smulders) at the
end. After 10 fun seasons, Smallville fans could not wait to see Clark Kent (Tom Welling) finally becoming superman in the final of the season. It didn't happen. Long-given viewers desperately wanted to see Clark Kent in his complete Superman (Cape and All). Courtesy photo: WB However, fans received only a rapid view of Clark tearing his shirt,
revealing the iconic symbol of Superman. It was all. According to Entertainment Weekly, Tom Welling later explained that all-less all-less Final was actually a deliberate choice, making the loyal fans also angrier. The originals took place in a dark world full of vampires, witches, mannari and hybrid wolves (a crossing of two or more supernatural
species). The series followed the screws of Klaus Mikaelson (Joseph Morgan) and the family of him. No matter what they did, Klaus and the family of him suffered, often getting the short end of the stick. Photo of courtesy: The CW / IMDB while the last episode approached, the fans wanted Klaus and the family of him finally had their happy ending.
However, fans actually saw the exact opposite in the final of the series. Klaus and him loved Brother Elijah (Daniel Gillies) died. Even the fans were disappointed by the fact that Klaus never started a relationship with him loving interest of him, Caroline Forbes (Candice King). The last episode of The Big Bang Theory has made some fans angry with its
predictable texture. The episode revealed that Penny (Kaley Cook) and Leonard (Johnny Galecki) would have had their first child. Many fans called the pregnancy too predictable for a female character. Photo of courtesy: CBS entertainment / IMDB Some spectators have criticized pregnancy, due to the fact that Penny has declared several times in the
season you didn't want children. Other spectators were critical of the fact that the episode did not include the Penny's reaction to her pregnancy. The highly anticipated final of the game of Game of Thrones disappoints many loyal fans who had stuck with the show for eight intense seasons. In fact, many of these fans were critical for the entire final
season. The spectators were so disappointed, that over a million of them asked for a remake of the last season in a Change.org petition. After having waited almost two years for the final season, the spectators complained of poor development of characters and hasty texture arches. Many fans did not expect Daenerys Targaryen (Emilia Clarke)
suddenly became the Queen Mad. Long-term viewers didn't even expect a Jon Snow exile (Kit Harington) or King Bran Stark (Isaac Hempstead Wright). Many GOT fans believe that key characters deserved a better ending. Angel is a spin-off of the TV series, Buffy the Vampire Slayer. After five incredible seasons, the spectators say they were ready for
a satisfactory finish. But for some fans, this didn't happen. Many fans complained that Angel did not buckle the loose extremities, and others called him exciting, but frustrating. Photo Courtesy: the WB / IMDB in the final, Angel and the crew of him must fight the black plug circle. Like Angel, Spike, Gunn and Illyria run with their swords to fight the
wicked army, the screen fades to black and credits roll. What happened after? No one will ever know. Scrubs season 8 ended with a good note, so many fans were surprised when the show came back for another season. Season 9 crushed the hearts of many Scrubs fans, because only some of the original members of the cast made appearances. While
most original members of the cast returned for theFinal episode, fans were still disappointed. Many viewers say “no thanks” to Season 9, choosing to ignore its existence, because Season 8 presented a proper send-off. Other fans see the last season as a spin-off rather than a continuation of the show. Gilmore Girls' final fell short of expectations for
many fans (and even few cast members). Before Netflix restarted the show in 2017, Gilmore Girls' final episode did not leave fans with a proper farewell. In the original finale, long-time viewers believed Lorelai (Lauren Graham) and Luke (Scott Patterson) would return to each other in the last episode, but the show never confirmed their relationship.
Complimentary photo: Warner Bros./IMDb According to fans, the final, which featured Rory (Alexis Bledel) abruptly leaving the small town of Stars Hollow to cover the campaign path of Barack Obama, just didn't work. The cast of the show also talked about the final of a mallustro. Kelly Bishop, who played Emily Gilmore, said: "I see a series of points
after the last scene of the show, rather than a period, or better yet, an exclamation point." That '70s Show went into trouble as soon as two of the main characters left the show: Eric Forman (Topher Grace) and Michael Kelso (Ashton Kutcher). Forman left to go to Africa in season 7 and Kelso moved to Chicago, Illinois in season 8. Courtesy photos:
Fox Television/IMDb Eric and Kelso returned for the last episode of the show, but many fans had already tired of the plot, so it was not an exciting or satisfying final. Many fans found it strange that Jackie Burkhart (Mila Kunis) and Fez (Wilmer Valderrama) suddenly started a relationship. The spectators also believed that the jokes on the show felt
stale. How many times Red Forman (Kurtwood Smith) threatens someone before he stops being fun? Heroes started as an exciting and fun superhero show. However, after season 1, the view of the show took a dip. Some fans called Season 2 “slow and boring.” Seasons 3 and 4 also received harsh criticisms such as “nonsensical” and “sad”.
Complimentary photo: NBC Universal/IMDb Many fans surrendered to Heroes because it had too many characters and tramelines variants. While many characters appeared in the show, fans did not see any character development or guided character stories. NBC canceled Heroes after the fourth season. The reboot of the show, Heroes Reborn, was
canceled even after a season in 2015. Fans are not in the last episode of The Vampire Diaries. In the end, many of the characters remained alone or ended up dead. Matt (Zach Roerig), Caroline (Candice King), Bonnie (Kat Graham) and Alaric (Matthew Davis) all ended up alone. Stefan (Paul Wesley) died in the lastafter marrying Caroline, crushing
the hearts of many fans. Photo Courtesy: The CW/IMDb Fans and critics thought that the last episode seemed to fall. Elena (Nina Dobrev) had a big ring on her finger, so fans thought she tied the knot with Damon DamonSomerhalder). However, no one saw the wedding. All the characters moved on with their lives and lived peacefully. Fans believed it
would be more satisfying to see each of their trips instead of the brief glimpses provided. Admiral Al Calavicci (Dean Stockwell) collaborated with Sam Beckett (Scott Bakula) for five grueling seasons to travel on time and tries to make mistakes of the right story in quantum leap. Throughout the series, Beckett repeatedly tries to jump home, finding
the task harder than expected. During every jump in last season, fans hoped to see BECKETT return home, but he never did there, even in the ﬁnal series. In the Epilogue, a black screen appears with a message reading, â ̈ ̈ ̈. Sam Beckett never came home. Represented the diﬀicult reality of working in a hospital in a big city, St. elsewhere was an
incredible spectacle. The built-in medical drama has made fans in love with the intense plot of the doctors. However, imagine waiting six seasons to discover the whole show existed in the mind of an autistic boy watching a snow globe containing a mini hospital. Many fans say it was played. “Even the cast of the show had bad things to say about the
end. William Daniels, who played Dr. Mark Craig, confessed to entertainment weekly in 2012 that many cast members don’t care about the end of the show. Craig thought the ending was provocative. Bonnie Bartlett, who portrayed Ellen Craig, called the terrible ending. Fans wanted some answers in the finale of the Chuck series, but the creators
didn’t give any. Chuck is about a computer geek whose life is turned upside down after he loads government secrets into his brain. CIA Agent Sarah Walker protects him from Assassins and International Terrorists who want information inside Chuck’s head. Chuck and Sarah eventually develop romantic feelings for each other. According to the fans,
the end had great potential, but in the end it didn’t stay. In the finale, Sarah gets Amnesia, so Chuck tries to restore her memory by telling her their love story, starting from the first time they met. Next, he kisses Sarah and the screen cuts the black. Sarah brought back her memory? After living happily? Fans have no idea. idea.
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